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ABSTRACT: Nowadays people attracted within the wearable health monitoring devices both in industry and in 

research the purpose is to stipulate a totally utilitarian breathing screen with the top goal of recognizing occasions 

caused by apnea . This framework comprises of mechanical assembly which will distinguish the patients breathing rate, 

and tell a person observing the patient to a handheld screen. A caution is sound, For this reason we are creating a T-

shirt for while monitoring for disorder breathing to monitoring a patient health level in real time and it'll monitored by 

GPRS Sever through ESP8266. Using ECG and Accelerometer sensor-based system is interfaced with Arduino Uno for 

monitoring sleeping disorder patient in real time. just in case of any abrupt changes in patient heart-rate or blood heat 

alert is shipped about the patient using IoT. this technique shows the patient blood pressure reading and display in real 

time. Thus Patient health monitoring system supported IoT uses internet to effectively monitor patient health and helps 

the user monitoring their loved ones work and saves lives. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 

People attracted within the wearable health care monitoring devices both in industry and in research. The 

world’s aging population is increasing due to the utilization of this wearable health monitoring system, whose health is 

continuously and frequently monitor. Our objective is to style a wearable device for disorder patient in Real time. 

Sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) is an increasing common, with a minimum of half people over the age of 65 

experiencing disturbed sleep, with an extra 25% of youngsters experiencing SDB by adolescence. Obstructive apnea , 

Central apnea , Upper Airway Resistance and obesity hyperventilation are the foremost common SDB observed and are 

characterized by interrupted breathing with different causes. 

The most common disorder. apnea cause low level oxygen in body and less sleep, which leads to sleepy in day 

time and tiredness in morning. Obstructive apnea may be a condition during which breathing stops involuntarily for 

brief periods of your time during sleep. Air flows smoothly from mouth and nose into the lungs in the least times. Lack 

of breathing in intervals are called apnea or apneic episodes. A continuously stopping oxygen supply in night. Central 

apnea may be a disorder during which your breathing repeatedly stops and starts during sleep. Central apnea is caused 

because of your brain doesn't response to your respiration system. This condition is different from obstructive apnea 

during which you can’t breathe normally due to upper airway obstruction. it's less common than obstructive apnea . and 

a few of the symptoms are Abrupt awakenings amid shortness of breath, Shortness of breath that’s relieved by sitting 

up, Difficulty staying asleep (insomnia), Excessive daytime sleepiness(hypersomnia), pain in the dark, Difficulty in 

concentrating in one thing, Headaches in morning. 

Central apnea, which is more common among coronary failure patients, is caused by impaired cardiovascular 

and breathing control systems. thanks to an aging population also on a rise within the obesity among the overall 

population, the numbers of patients with SDB is predicted to rise significantly within the future. Consequently, sleep 

disordered research and requirements for more convenient sleep monitoring devices are predicted to expand rapidly. 

For this reason we are creating a sensible T-shirt based system used for individual patient monitoring system. 

Untreated apnea results in long periods of disturbing sleep leading to chronic daytime fatigue. a toddler with 

untreated apnea may difficulty in listening. this will cause learning problems and poor in academic performance of 

youngsters. Some children also develop hyperactivity, causing them to be misdiagnosed attentively deficit or 

hyperactivity disorder. Untreated apnea can cause high vital sign, increasing the danger of stroke and warmth attack. 

And it's going to also cause childhood obesity. 
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II.RELATED WORKS 

 

Internet of things is a crucial a part of our communication development world. Now a days, A technology is 

introduced in various field like embedded technologies ,houses, cars, aerospace and society. one among the sector at 

health care that's incorporating this alteration also . Among the varied technologies, this paper will specialize in internet 

of things, An IOT is connecting objects that are capable of communication. an easy example would be to possess 

smart-watch that's used for fitness training among many other uses. Fog Computing which is that the better system 

comparative to Cloud Computing. Fog Computing will emphasize on three sorts of patients and people would come 

with those who are critically Injured or simply generally hospitalized or In Future patient need to get discharge after 

full health check up . The varied unique characteristics like “Possessing Edge Location”, “Location Awareness”, 

“geographically distributed”, “real-time interactions”, “heterogeneity” and “Latency-Sensitivity” makes it more 

solitary, advance and distinctive as compared to cloud computing. 

Sleep disorders can significantly affect the standard of life and functionality of youngsters generally and 

people with comorbid neurological diseases especially. Understanding the pathophysiology of sleep disorders, 

recognizing the implications of disorder in children with neurologic diseases and behavioural difficulties, and early 

intervention still evolve resulting in better neurocognitive outcomes. Sleep disorders are commonly addressed in 

neurology practices and sometimes present as a chief complaint or as a secondary concern concomitant with a good 

range of neurological diseases and neurogenetic syndromes. About 25% of youngsters may have a minimum of one 

sleep problem by adolescence and reaches up to 75% in those with epilepsy, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 

(ADHD), Autism Spectrum Disorder, or headaches. 

However, it's obtrusive, requires qualified technicians, and is time and price expensive. With the introduction 

of economic off the shelf technologies within the medical field, alternatives to the traditional methods are conceived to 

make sure sleep stages and sleep quality detection can be now used reception on several nights. Cardiorespiratory and 

physical activities abide the foremost promising physiological measurements to detect sleep stages without complete 

PSG. The statistically proven impacts and budgets associated with sleep disorders are phenomenal, showing that the 

sector needs more research.  

This paper aims to give more details and clarity about the developments made in unobtrusive sleep 

assessment. Additionally, categorization of current approaches is presented supported methodological considerations, 

from data acquisition frameworks and physiological measurements to information science. Although the high spreading 

and impact of sleep disorders, a substantially reduced people’s willingness to resorting to the present medical sleep 

evaluation are on the increase. the explanations for that reduction are many, including burdensome physiological signal 

acquisition protocols and clinical conditions that constrain both comforts and sleep quality of the themes, very high 

costs for sleep evaluation, and long waiting lists before the exam.  

Therefore the necessity for fewer constrained sleep studies has given rise to a prominent research line through 

which researchers are trying to propose unobtrusive alternative solutions to the traditional methods. These alternatives 

mainly contain significantly reducing the massive number of sensors attached to the body, and making the signal 

acquisition process easier by targeting unobtrusively acquired signals like breathing, cardiac, and movement activities 

rather than obtrusive conventional measures like an electroencephalogram (EEG), electrooculogram (EOG) and 

electromyogram (EMG). With the appliance of unobtrusive. Sleep studies, not only comfort, costs, and waiting lists are 

sure to improve, but also 1) this provides the choice to live sleep in ecological conditions i.e., at home, with several 

nights and 2) having the ability to succeed in more people with sleep tests which provides an impactful breakthrough in 

sleep research with the collected Big Data.  

Several algorithms and hardware are proposed. Polysomnography (PSG) is taken into account because the 

gold standard for determining sleep stages, but thanks to the obtrusiveness of its sensor attachments, sleep stage 

classification algorithms using non-invasive sensors are developed throughout the years. However, the previous studies 

haven't yet been proven reliable. additionally, most of the products are designed for healthy customers instead of for 

patients with disorders. We present a unique approach to classifying sleep stages via low cost and noncontact multi-

modal sensor fusion, which extracts sleep related vital signals from radar signals and a sound based context awareness 

technique. This work is uniquely designed to support the PSG data of disorder patients, which were received and 

authorized by professionals at Hanyang University Hospital. 

 The proposed algorithm further incorporates medical/statistical knowledge to work out personal adjusted 

thresholds and devise postprocessing. The efficiency of the proposed system is specified by contrasting sleep stages 

classifying the performance of the one sensor and multi sensor data. Obtrusive apnea (OSA) is one of the foremost 

important sleep disorders due to its immediate adverse impact on the standard of life. Intellectual deterioration, 

decreased psychomotor performance, behaviour, and personality disorders are a number of the results of OSA. 

Therefore, real time monitoring of this disorder may be a critical need in healthcare solutions. There are several 

systems for OSA detection.  
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Despite their promising performance, these systems not leading their treatment. For these reasons, this 

research presents an innovative system for both to detect and support the treatment of OSA of elderly people by 

monitoring multiple factors like sleep environment, sleep status, physical activities, and physiological parameters also 

because of the use of open data available in smart cities. Our system architecture performs two sorts of processing. On 

the one hand, pre-processing supported rules permit the sending of Page 1realtime notifications to liable for the care of 

the elderly, in the event of an emergency. This pre-processing is actually supported by a Fog Computing approach 

implemented during a smart device operating at the sting of the network that additionally offers advanced 

interoperability services: technical, syntactic, and semantic. 

 On the opposite hand, batch processing permits a descriptive analysis that statistically details the behaviour of 

the info and predictive analysis for the event of services, like predicting the smallest amount polluted place to perform 

outdoor activities. This process uses cloud computing using big data tools. The performed experiments show a 93.3 you 

look after effectivity within the AQI prediction to guide the OSA treatment. The performance of the system has been 

examined and evaluated in terms of latency. To minimize errors in measurements that are induced by the sensing 

process caused by using two electrodes and sensing positions, we also propose an adaptive system control algorithm 

that is easy to modify the sort of sensing signal and its measurement intervals by changing the setup parameters. 

 Since the dimensions of the device are extremely small and it's designed with a minimal belt shape form for 

maximal user convenience, it's suitable for various sorts of wearable applications. Experiments performed during a few 

example healthcare scenarios demonstrate the reliability of the proposed system. The ECG and BI signals are popularly 

utilized in various healthcare applications like monitoring the effectiveness of everyday exercise or internal organic 

variations that are associated with body impedance. The rationale behind the thought of designing the proposed device 

is as follows.  

Firstly, we might wish to design a system that's convenient to wear for extended time measurement. generally, 

six electrodes are needed to accumulate both ECG and BI signals. With a belt shape and using only two electrodes, the 

proposed device reliably and continuously measures both ECG and BI signals.  

Secondly, the system interface and control mechanism of the proposed system is very easy to handle. When 

we need to synchronously process multiple types of signals having different sampling instances, it is very important to 

control timing information. The proposed system solves the problem by simultaneously sampling ECG and BI signals 

based on common sampling clock and frequency.  

Lastly, the proposed system can be easily extended to new types of healthcare applications because all control 

mechanisms including sequence and gain adjustment are implemented under smartphone-based application software. 

Note that our proposed system is also equipped with a general-purpose analog to digital converter (ADC), thus users 

can easily add external sensors to our integrated system for their own applications. 

The biomedical report of the paper says that Photoplethysmographic signal and an Electrocardiogram sensor. 

Because there is a difference in optical sensors,With less power supply noise and electromagnetic interference PPG 

sensors can sense signal components. We observe the signal through the digital signal processor, then calculate the 

heart rate, blood oxygen saturation, and blood pressure. 

 The ESP8266 is a Wi-Fi module that sends signals to the backend for evaluations. We use Support Vector 

Machine to separate into three vector classifications. The classification results will show the info into healthy, 

unhealthy, very unhealthy, and explore the accuracy of classification prediction by using SVM. The physiological 

parameters of the test subjects and their results are upload to the cloud and webpage server to provide the data for 

future purposes. With the advanced level of IoT in healthcare and with IoT gadgets it becomes efficient to make sure 

that patients and their medical data. 

The Interactions from and to their medical devices are secure. Security and privacy of the medical devices are 

being breached when the mobile applications are tampered with by hackers by performing reverse engineering on the 

mobile application leads to consequences. To combat these vulnerabilities, there is a need to create an awareness of the 

potential risks of these devices and effective strategies are needed to be implemented to achieve a level of security 

defence.  

In this paper, the advantages of the healthcare IoT system and therefore the possible vulnerabilities which will 

result are presented. Also, we give developments in solutions against these vulnerabilities by safeguarding mobile 

applications using return-oriented programming techniques. 

 

III.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

The current system is based on RF (radio communication-based system). They are using an accelerometer and 

it will monitor by RF transmitter to RF receiver and the emergency alarm is activated. Microcontroller 8051 based 

system used in the existing system. The alarm is activated for emergency and abnormal conditions.  
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The existing system requires more hardware difficult to use. The RF-based system only communicates with 

less distance range. So we are moving to the Internet of Things to make a more real-time experience. 

 

IV.METHODOLOGY 

 

The working of the purposed system is based on IoT. Initially, the ECG sensor and accelerometer are fixed in 

a t-shirt. ECG- sensor used to check the heart and blood pressure level of the patient. In case the blood pressure level is 

abnormal the emergency message is sent GPRS server sent to relatives or doctor’s mobile phone. The accelerometer 

finds the abnormal angle while the patient is sleeping and an emergency message is sent to the GPRS server or IoT 

App. 

The two sensor values are continuously monitoring sleeping disorder patients in Real-time Using IOT or 

GPRS-based Real-time technology. Sensor values are updated in the IoT server in the GPRS modem. The GPRS 

modem is to send an emergency message to the doctor or patient relatives and also updated in the IoT server. By this 

we can avoid the possibilities of breathing problem of sleep disordered patients. 

 
 

Figure 1: Block Diagram 

 

4) HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUERIMENTS 

 

ARDUINO UNO: 

Arduino Uno could also be a microcontroller board supported by the ATmega328P. It has 6 pins used as PWM 

outputs and 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz quartz and totally it has 14 digital input/output pins, It also has a USB link, an 

influence jack, and a button to reset. It has a whole supply of support to the microcontroller and can simply connect it 

to a laptop or desktop with the USB connection or power it with a 5v battery to get started or an adapter 

Arduino Uno has all features to communicate with a desktop and another Arduino board, or other 

microcontrollers devices. The ATmega328 provides UART TTL (5V) serial communication, which is out there on 

digital pins 0 (RX) and 1 (TX). An Arduino board is this serial communication with a USB connection and appears as a 

simulation to software on the Desktop or laptop. The 16U2 firmware uses quality USB COM drivers, and no external 

driver is required.  

However, on Windows, a .inf file is required. The Arduino Software (IDE) includes a display that allows 

simple text that shares between the board and software. When data is being transmitted via the USB-to-serial chip and 

USB connection to the Desktop the LED light on the board will flash. 

 

ACCELEROMETER SENSOR: 

An accelerometer is a device that measures acceleration, the acceleration is related to freefall. There are two 

types of axis they are multi and single-axis which are used to detect the vector quantity of acceleration, magnitude and 

sense orientation, fall detection, and vibration. Micromachined accelerometers are widely increasing nowadays in 

portable devices and in gaming, to detect the position of the device or provide for game input.  

Accelerometer 

sensor 

ECG sensor Arduino 

UNO 

ESP8266 

Android App 
 Power 

supply 
Switch 
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An accelerometer in spring acts as a damp. When the accelerometer gets an acceleration, the mass is displaced 

to the point that the spring can accelerate the mass at the same rate as the casing. The displacement is then measured to 

offer the acceleration. 

Latest accelerometers are often small micro-electro-mechanical systems and consist of a small cantilever beam 

with a logo mass also called seismic mass. Within the device, the results of residual gas are sealed. Because the Q-

factor isn't too low, damping doesn't end in a lower sensitivity. 

 

ECG: 

An electrocardiogram could also be a graphic produced by an electrocardiograph, which records the electrical 

activity of the heart muscle. Analysis of the several waves and normal vectors of depolarization and repolarization 

yields important diagnostic information. 

 It is the gold standard for the evaluation of cardiac arrhythmias 

 It gives therapy and risk factors for patients with acute myocardial infarction. 

 It helps detect electrolyte disturbances (e.g.hyperkalemia and hypokalemia) 

 It provides the detecting the abnormal activities 

 it's used as a screening tool for ischemic heart condition during a cardiac assay 

 it's occasionally helpful with non-cardiac diseases (e.g. pulmonary embolism or hypothermia) 

The electrocardiogram doesn't assess the contractility of the guts. However, it can provide a rough indication 

of increased or decreased contractility. An electrocardiograph runs at a 25 mm/s paper speed although faster paper 

speeds are used occasionally. Each small block is 1 mm2 of ECG paper. Paper speed of 25 mm/s in condition, one 

small block translates into 0.04s of ECG paper. Five small blocks structure 1 large block, which translates into 0.20s 

(or 200ms). Hence, there are 5 large blocks per second. A diagnostic quality is calibrated at 10 mm/mV 12 lead of 

ECG. 

Latest monitors of ECG gives multiple filters for processing signal. The most common settings are two modes 

mainly are monitor mode and diagnostic mode. In monitor mode, the low-frequency filter also called the high-pass 

filter because signals above the edge are allowed to pass is about at either 0.5 Hz or 1 Hz and therefore the high-

frequency filter is also called the low-pass filter because signals below the edge are allowed to pass is about at 40 Hz. 

This limits artifact for routine cardiac rhythm monitoring. The low frequency (high-pass) filter helps reduce wandering 

baseline and therefore the high frequency (low pass) filter helps reduce 60 Hz power cable noise. In diagnostic mode, 

the low frequency (high pass) filter is about 0.05 Hz, which allows accurate ST segments to be recorded. The high 

frequency (low pass) filter is about 40, 100, or 150 Hz. The monitor mode display is more filtered than the diagnostic 

mode in ECG, the bandpass of monitor mode is narrower. 

In this circuit there are three-electrode is employed to live the ECG waves during which two electrodes are 

fixed with left and right another electrode is fixed inside the right leg and it acts as a reference ground electrode for 

ECG. Electrode 1 and Electrode 2 devour the ECG waves from both hands. The ECG waves are sent data to the 

instrumentation amplifier. The instrumentation amplifier is made by an operating amplifier named asTL 072. They are 

high-speed input dual operational amplifiers J-FET that incorporating compatible, high voltage in J-FET and bipolar 

transistors during a monolithic microcircuit J-FET. The devices are providing high slew rates, low input bias and offset 

current and low offset voltage, temperature coefficient. 

 

Signal conditioning unit: 

The Signal conditioning unit plays an important role in converting the input values from the sensor and 

convert it to a suitable format for the devices like Arduino board. Signal conditioning is a technique of getting a signal 

from a sensor or transducer compactable for processing by a data acquisition device. 

For example: if you were measuring a voltage signal smaller than a couple of millivolts you would possibly 

get to amplify it. If you had a sign contaminated with the noise you'll filter it. Proper signal conditioning is important in 

getting an accurate measurement of your signal. It is the primary step of computerized data acquisition. 

 

Internet of Things: 

The Internet of things is that a series of edge devices, automobiles, home appliances, other devices which is 

embedded with electronics, software, sensors devices, actuators, connectivity that can connect with this stuff, collect 

and exchange data. 
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V. RESULTS 
 

We are capturing a movement patient and monitoring the health level of patient to safe from emergency time. And we 

can continuously monitor the patient in real time and we have overcome the drawbacks like high level of hardware and 

less range of communication and noisy alarm in this paper. 

 

 

 

       
 

                                 Figure 2: GPRS simulation                                 Figure 3: Software simulation 

 

 

 

                      
 

                                 Figure 4: ECG Graph                                  Figure 5: Accelerometer Graph 

 

IoT involves extending Internet connectivity beyond standard devices, like desktops, laptops, smartphones, 

and tablets, to any range of traditionally dumb or non-internet-enabled physical devices and everyday objects. 

Embedded with technology, these devices can communicate and interact over the web, and that they are often remotely 

monitored and controlled. With the arrival of driverless vehicles, a branch of IoT, The Internet of Vehicle starts to gain 

more attention. 

The definition of the Internet of things has developed because of the development of multiple technologies, real-

time analytics, machine learning, commodity sensors, and embedded systems. Fields of embedded systems, wireless 

sensor network system, CS, automation devices which including home and building automation devices, all 

contribute to enabling the web of things. 

 

VI.CONCLUSION 

 

In this effective way we are designing a IoT enabled T-shirt for Long time monitoring for sleep disorder breathing. The 

main feature of this project is IOT based technology continuously monitoring the sleep disorder patient in Real time.  

Patient status is continuously monitored by the sensors we have placed in the T shirt and updated by GPRS server to 

our mobile android application. 
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